Dear fabmanager, maker,
You are directing, supporting, part of makers communities around the
transborder region (between Germany, France, Belgium and Luxembourg).
We’d like to invite you to a common meeting in our fab-lab next to Nancy,
on the 14th of December 2019.
Why ?
Because we think that sharing and exchange are the very essence of
maker’s ethic and practice, that doing together and learning from one
another are our shared values, and that we haven’t had many occasions to
meet across borders, even though we’re not that far from each other on the
map.
We think this meeting could be the starting point for future collaborations,
partnerships and, why not, common projects.
To do what ?
- Introduce ourselves and our communities : how they work, who are our
members, what we’re doing, what are our projects…
- A focus on educational projects : how do we work with families, children
and teenagers, including form vulnerable communities ?
- A focus on transborder partenerships : how could we build partenerships
and common projects across borders ?
When and where ?
Saturday, the 14th of December, at the fablab « La Piscine », 5, avenue de
Metz, 54320 Maxéville, from 11 am to 7 pm.
How can I come ?
We have a grant from the European Union that’ll allow us to take care of
your expenses ; if you decide to participate, we’ll send you a bill of
expenses to fill and we’ll reimburse you.
If you don’t feel like driving back home in the evening, one of our members
can host you from Saturday to Sunday.
To confirm your participation, you just have to send an e-mail to me
(j.tricomi@debrouillonet.org) before the 4th of December with your name,
firstname, nationality, the fablab / makerspace you’re a member/founder/
manager of, if you have any specific food requirements (allergies,
vegetarian, vegan, gluten-free or else), and if you need a host from the 14th
to the 15th.
Hoping to see you on the 14th,
Jérôme Tricomi
« La Piscine »
Les Petits Débrouillards

